Deep learning-based person re-identification faces a scalability challenge when the target domain requires continuous learning. Service environments, such as airports, need to recognize new visitors and add new cameras over time. Training-at-once is not enough to make the model robust to new tasks and domain variations. A well-known approach is fine-tuning, which suffers forgetting problem on old tasks when learning new tasks. Joint-training can alleviate the problem but requires old datasets, which is unobtainable in some cases. Recently, Learning without forgetting (LwF) shows its ability to mitigate the problem without old datasets. This paper extends the benefit of LwF from image classification to person re-identification with further challenges. Comprehensive experiments are based on Market1501 and DukeMTMC4ReID to evaluate and benchmark LwF to other approaches. The results confirm that LwF outperforms fine-tuning in preserving old knowledge and joint-training in faster training.
Introduction
Service environments often use multiple cameras to monitor crowd behavior, such as for analyzing airport passenger flow. Non-overlapping cameras can track people as they move from the entrance to the next sequence of their journey, such as check-in, security, and departure. Automatic tracking requires person reidentification models, which use a database of person-ofinterest images, known as the gallery, to differentiate people's appearance visually. The size and complexity of the gallery need to increase over time to make the models robust against new data and variations, hence requiring continuous training [1] .
Existing continuous training approaches, such as feature extraction [2] , fine-tuning [3] , and joint-training [4] are not adequate to fully address catastrophic forgetting problems [5] , known for forgetting gained knowledge of old tasks while learning new tasks. By incorporating learning using both old and new data, joint-training can theoretically solve the catastrophic forgetting. However, for practicality, old data is not always available in some cases, and processing an accumulated amount of data requires more substantial computation time and storage. A recent approach called learning without forgetting (LwF) [6] aims to alleviate the limitations of joint-training by supporting learning of old tasks without access to the original datasets. Consequently, it offers comparable performance for both old and new tasks with faster training time and cheaper computation. This paper extends LwF from its original application of image classification to person re-identification tasks. Comprehensive experiments are conducted on various training methods and training strategies on Market1501 [7] and DukeMTMC4Re-ID [8] to demonstrate LwF's benefits compared to the existing training approaches.
Related works
In a recent survey, existing deep learning-based person re-identification methods achieve encouraging results on large-scale person re-identification datasets but degrade when applied in real-world environments that require robustness against many cameras and variations across a long period [9] . The training-at-once approach relies on short-term-collected datasets, which over time would struggle to achieve and maintain sufficient generalization for dealing with rapidly growing new data. Even the most recent large-scale dataset for person re-identification [8] only has approximately 46,261 pedestrian boxes over 1,852 identities, which is much smaller compared to the state-of-the-art face recognition datasets, such as the Caltech dataset [10] with 350,000 pedestrian boxes over 2,300 identities.
For continuous training with new data, joint-training [4] is a common technique to train a network from scratch as new tasks are added. It can achieve good performance in both old and new tasks. However, it may not be viable when old datasets may be unobtainable in some cases, and processing all images require expensive computation. Consequently, joint-training suffers from longer training time and substantial memory usage as more images are fed into the network to update the weights. This problem may get even worse when the problem domain requires a seemingly never-ending stack of new images over time, which raise issues with storage size and memory capacity.
Transfer learning approaches have been proposed to solve the issue with re-processing old data. Fine-tuning [3] is a popular technique to learn new tasks by adapting existing knowledge for new tasks or domains. It can improve the performance significantly when dataset of new tasks is limited. For example, adapting a network previously trained for image classification to facial expression recognition and person re-identification tasks [11] . Using this technique, knowledge of features that are discriminative for identities, attributes and semantic can transferred without any supervised learning for a new target domain [12] . For instance, GoogleNet can provide the base knowledge for a multilevel triplet deep learning model to compute multilevel features efficiently for person re-identification tasks [13] . Similarly, models which use global features can benefit from the transferred knowledge for mapping local features to person reidentification tasks [14] . While fine-tuning works well on new tasks, it suffers forgetting problem on old tasks due to the absence of updating the weights for the original datasets. Arguably, the nature of deep learning model architecture is the main cause. Internal representation of hidden layers are overlapping and any small change in a single neuron can affect multiple representation at the same time [15] . When backpropagation is performed to update weights, all parameters will be affected as they are all connected to each other [16] .
Knowledge distillation, also known as domain adaptation, is another technique for transferring knowledge from one network to another for the same tasks. It was originally proposed by [17] to transfer knowledge from larger network to smaller network for more efficient deployment. Knowledge distillation can prevent catastrophic forgetting problem, as during training, distillation uses a loss function to maintain the performance of old tasks while learning new tasks. The main idea is to encourage large (old) network and small (new) network have similar responses as close as possible by using a modified cross-entropy loss. Knowledge can be transferred by applying an extra guided middle layer to capture the intermediate representation, in order to build a thin but deeper student network [18] . Distillation is also used to generate a deeper and wider network which has equivalent capabilities to an existing one [19] . This method can quickly initialize the new network, even with a different structure, through faster hyper-parameter exploration that approximates the original network.
Learning without forgetting (LwF) [6] is a recent technique built on knowledge distillation to learn new tasks while maintaining the performance on old tasks, without requiring or processing the original dataset. The main idea is to use a modified loss function consisting of cross-entropy loss for learning new tasks combined with a distillation loss function for maintaining old tasks. Unlike the original knowledge distillation, which requires the original training data, this technique instead distills the new tasks' images to predict the similar responses for old tasks. Based on the experiment results, LwF can bridge the gaps between the pros and cons of fine-tuning and jointtraining. Compared to fine-tuning, LwF's performance for new tasks is still lower, but it is better at retaining the performance of the old tasks with only slightly more computation. Compared to joint-training, LwF's performance for both old and new tasks is still lower, but can be trained faster without reprocessing the old datasets.
Another similar work is proposed in [20] , which uses distillation for lifelong learning via progressive distillation and retrospection for image classification tasks. However, it requires a large number of samples for each class, as the training process needs to use an updated set of training images for retrospection purposes. Similarly, iCaRL method [21] is introduced to maintain both old and new tasks' performance for image classification while new classes are added incrementally. This technique has been extended for generic object detection tasks [22] .
As most recent works in person re-identification have been primarily based on a training-at-once approach, this paper proposes the benefits of using LwF to bridge the gaps between fine-tuning and joint-training. This paper extends the original scope of LwF and addresses further challenges in person re-identification tasks. The evaluation is based on a comprehensive experiment using widely used and publicly available datasets.
Method
The proposed person re-identification adopts ResNet as the base model, which was trained for image classification on ImageNet. The key contribution of this work is to evaluate the benefits and disadvantages of applying different training techniques for incremental learning.
ResNet base model
The base model is used for demonstrating transfer learning, adapting from object detection to person reidentification tasks. It has two parts: feature extractor is used to extract visual features of an image fed into the network; and classification is used to perform classification during training. Cosine similarity is used to calculate the distance between two images during testing.
Feature extractor: ResNet [23] convolutional layers are used for extracting features. Compared to AlexNet, VGG16 and other existing networks, ResNet can stack residual components to pass more information into the subsequent layers to extract discriminative features for person re-identification effectively. As the model gets deeper, with more stacks of residual layers, the performance increases and is able to handle a large number of people in the gallery. ResNet50 is chosen among other ResNet variants, as it can achieve a comparable accuracy with fewer parameters. It has five blocks which enables us to extract discriminative features of a person based on visual features.
Classification: Fully connected layers are placed at the last part of the network. The first layer has 1,000 inputs representing the number of output nodes of the last layer of feature extractor. Next is a fully connected layer, which has a number of output nodes that corresponds to the number of people that needs to be recognized. Classification part is only used during training, as during testing of the model, an image is fed into the network up to the feature extraction part only. A cosine distance algorithm uses the extracted features to find the most similar images. Scalability is the motivation for using this approach, instead of classification, since the number of people recognized may become very large in future and it would seem impossible to be accommodated in the classification layer. Moreover, continuously increasing the number of neurons and parameters to handle more-andmore people will eventually become prohibitive. Using similarity-based person re-identification will also enable us to search completely new people as the model is robust enough to differentiate the discriminative features.
Measuring similarity: verification-based person reidentification model [9] is applied to calculate similarities between input images. Initially, a query image is fed into the network to extract the features. Then, each feature of the query image is compared against the features of each image in the gallery set to calculate cosine similarity scores. The final output is the top-10 most similar images that are closest to the query. The first-ranked image can be considered as the most probable matching person searched.
Continuous training techniques
This paper aims to benchmark which training approach works best in the target application. To mimic continuous learning, each network is trained incrementally in N stages. Therefore, each dataset is distributed into N sets of images equally. Training images are distributed to represent people addition (new person added over time) or cameras addition (more samples of a person from new cameras added over time). For each training stage, the new set of images is considered as new tasks and the previous sets of images are considered as old tasks. Once a model is retrained, the weights are stored and used for subsequent training. This strategy is to evaluate the network's performance for old and new tasks, as more people and cameras are added over time.
Definitions: i represents the current training stage number. ߠ ௦ is the shared convolutional neural networks (CNN) and fully connected (FC) layers; ߠ is the output layer and corresponding weights for an old task; and ߠ is the randomly initialized task-specific parameters for new tasks. ߠ and ߠ can be regarded as classifiers that operate on features parameterised by ߠ ௦ . ܺ , ܺ are the training data; while ܻ , ܻ are the ground truth data; and ܻ′ , ܻ′ are the output predictions for old and new tasks respectively. Notations are presented visually in Figure 2 . Figure 1 describes the algorithms for different training approaches used to train ߠ while benefitting from the previously learned ߠ ௦ in each training. Regardless of the training approach applied, the weights from previous training stage CNNi-1 are initially loaded when the model is already trained, followed by adding all N nodes for the new tasks at the last FC layer. Then, the new weights and biases are initialized. The number of new parameters is equal to N times the number of neurons in the previous FC layer. Adding new nodes at the last layer, instead of expanding the network further, can prevent the increasing number of parameters significantly. Figure 2 shows the difference between each training approach.
Joint-training (JT).
Using new tasks' data ܺ and its ground truth ܻ , fine tune ߠ ௦ and ߠ for the new tasks while at the same time fine tune ߠ ௦ and ߠ using old task's data ܺ and its ground truth ܻ as well. All shared parameters ߠ ௦ , ߠ , ߠ are unfrozen. Cross entropy loss is used to calculate loss on both tasks and backpropagation is performed to optimize all parameters ߠ ௦ , ߠ , ߠ at the same time. Fine-tuning (FT). Using new tasks' data ܺ and its ground truth ܻ , fine tune ߠ ௦ and ߠ for the new tasks while leaving ߠ unchanged (frozen) due to the absence of old tasks' ܺ and its ground truth ܻ . Only ߠ ௦ , ߠ parameters in CNN are unfrozen. Cross entropy loss is used to calculate loss on new tasks and backpropagation is performed to optimize ߠ ௦ , ߠ parameters.
Learning without forgetting (LwF). Using new tasks data ܺ and its ground truth ܻ , fine tune ߠ ௦ and ߠ for the new tasks while at the same time fine-tuning the ߠ ௦ and ߠ for the old tasks by using the generated output response as old tasks' ܺ ground truth ܻ . The generated output responses are sets of class probabilities which are initially computed on old network CNNi-1 before training the network using new tasks' data ܺ . The outputs are recorded and will be used as ground truth of old tasks ܺ during training. All shared parameters ߠ ௦ , ߠ , ߠ are unfrozen.
To optimize all parameters ߠ ௦ , ߠ , ߠ , a modified cross entropy loss is used to calculate the loss on new and old tasks. For new tasks: a cross entropy loss function is used to calculate the loss based on the output prediction of the network since our tasks are multi-class classification (as described in Equation 1). ‫′ݕ‬ denotes the softmax output of the network and ‫ݕ‬ denotes the ground truth. For old tasks: a modified cross entropy loss function (as described in Equation 2) is used to calculate loss between output prediction on the network and its ground truth which is generated at the beginning on the old network. Knowledge distillation loss [17] is used to calculate loss for each output class (as described in Equation 3 ). L denotes the number of classes. T is experimentally set between 0.5 to 2 to get the best results. Final loss is calculated by the sum of loss from old tasks and new tasks. Total loss is averaged loss over all training images in a training batch.
Experimental setting
This paper conducts two comprehensive experiments to test proposed method's effectiveness. First is testing the performance of knowledge transfer against people and camera addition. Second is investigating the benefits and disadvantages from adopting the different training approaches (fine-tuning, joint-training, LwF). 
The experiments are based on two large-scale datasets Market1501, DukeMTMC4ReID, which are publicly available and widely used for person re-identification representing pose, occlusion, and camera angle variations.
Definitions: Training strategies are 2 strategies to prepare training images in order to retrain the network: people addition (adding new people over time) and cameras addition (adding new samples from new cameras over time). Training approaches are 3 training methods used to retrain the network: fine-tuning, joint-training, and LwF. Training stages means training the network is performed in multi stages to mimic continuous learning.
Datasets
Market1501 [7] contains 1,501 identities which are captured from 6 different cameras in outdoor. 751 identities as used as training sets (including validation), and 750 identities are used as testing sets (32,668 gallery images, 500K images as distractor, and 3,368 query images). Each identity has approximately 10 samples. Each identity is present in at least two different cameras. Bounding boxes are detected automatically using DPM detector and then validated manually.
DukeMTMC4ReID [8] is a subset of DukeMTMC dataset and contains 1,404 identities which are captured from 8 different cameras in outdoor. 702 identities as training sets (including validation), and 702 identities as testing sets (177,661 gallery images and 2,228 query images). Each identity appears in more than two cameras, but 409 identities only appear in one camera acting as distractor. Automatic person detection is performed using DPM and Open Pose and manual annotation. Compared to Market1501, this dataset has more samples per identity which is at least 15 samples.
The training dataset is distributed into subsets of equal sizes to perform incremental training in stages. For each training stage, current training subset is treated as new tasks and previous training subsets are treated as old tasks. For testing, gallery and query images are taken from training sets, 20% and 10% respectively instead of using testing sets originally provided by the dataset authors. This strategy is to evaluate if the model can perform well on both new and old tasks. All images are mutually exclusive, as each image is only used once for either training or testing. To increase the number of samples, data augmentation is performed based on methods presented in [1] , including random flip horizontal, random crop, and random erasing. These methods can improve the model's performance by 2% compared to common methods.
Training and testing implementation
The proposed model is implemented using Tensorflow with GPU support on NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti with 8 GB memory and CUDA 10.0.
Training: For each training, the model is trained using the same hyper parameters. Batch size is 32 but smaller when using LwF. Learning rate is 0.05, which is experimentally set, and scheduled to decay by a factor of 0.1 every 40 epochs by a decay weight of 0.0005. Number of epochs is 60 and the optimizer uses stochastic gradient descent with momentum of 0.9 using Nesterov momentum.
Testing: Unlike how existing works evaluate the models, this experiment's testing is based on the same person instead of different people. The idea is to evaluate if the model can recognize people, which have been learnt either as the new or old tasks as described in Section 4.1. However, for benchmarking with existing works, the model is evaluated based on different people.
Evaluation metrics: average precision (AP), mean average precision (mAP) and training time are the metrics used to evaluate the models' performance. AP is computed from its precision-recall curve. AP Rank-i denotes the average precision based on the result of the i-th rank (from 1 to 10). Only rank 1, rank 5 and rank 10 are presented in the results section due to limited space. mAP is calculated as the mean of AP across all queries in all ranks. Table 1 , Figure 3 shows how fine-tuning performs every time the network is retrained without old images. Catastrophic forgetting problem starts from Stage 2 as shown by reduced Rank-1 performance on old tasks by 15% on both datasets. For example, the performance is 0.47 in Stage 1 but drops to 0.37 after the network is retrained in Stage 2 on Market1501. Similarly, the performance gets worse from 0.35 to 0.22 in Stage 2 on DukeMTMCReID.
Experiment results

Performance degradation on old tasks over time when old dataset is unavailable: Summarized from
Figure 3: Performance degradation in fine-tuning
(when using people addition strategy).
Performance comparison between training methods and the trade-offs:
Overall, joint-training constantly maintains performance on both old and new tasks every time the network is retrained as seen in Table 1 and 2. The Rank-1 performance difference between old and new tasks is more or less up to 0.02 on both datasets. LwF and fine-tuning can also maintain the Rank-1 performance on new tasks over time slightly lower than joint-training by 0.05 and 0.07 respectively on both datasets. All training methods show increasing Rank-1 performance trend on new tasks between 0.02-0.18 over time. We argue that increasing the number of samples used by progressive training can result in a cumulative knowledge, which enables the network to learn features better.
While joint-training can maintain performance on old tasks, fine-tuning keeps forgetting the old tasks approximately by 29% on Rank-1 performance every time the network is retrained. By using new tasks' data, LwF can reduce the forgetting problem by 11% on both datasets compared to fine-tuning. Although LwF cannot outperform joint-training's performance, at least it can reduce the Rank-1 performance margin by 19% approximately on both datasets. For example, jointtraining can achieve 0.65 on old tasks' Rank-1 performance in Stage 2 on Market1501. Fine-tuning can only achieve 0.37 but LwF can achieve 0.46. Figure 5 shows some example how LwF performs on old tasks. It starts losing its gained knowledge during continuous training.
Although creates an inclining trend on training time, which clearly affects the training time due to more time required for extracting training images' features and updating weights more frequently during training. For example, jointtraining requires 167 minutes to train the network in Stage 4 on Market1501, which is nearly two times slower than fine-tuning and LwF, 82 and 88 minutes respectively In addition, LwF requires a bit more time to train the network compared to fine-tuning, thanks to its technique for predicting outputs on old network and use of smaller batch size used, which will update weights more frequently.
People addition vs cameras addition comparison. Cameras addition strategy achieves the best performance in first stage training compared to people addition, which is up 22% in difference on both datasets as seen in Table 1 and Table 2 . For example, cameras addition strategy can achieve 0.69 and 0.55 on Rank-1 performance on Market1501 and DukeMTMCReID respectively, whereas people addition strategy can only achieve 0.47 and 0.35. However, cameras addition strategy does not have that much performance improvement over time as the performance can only improves by 3% approximately whereas people addition strategy can give improvement by 9% approximately on both datasets.
Discussions
LwF can alleviate forgetting problem. Although finetuning can perform well on new tasks, the result confirms that it suffers from performance degradation on old tasks over time, every time the network is retrained due the absence of old datasets. It confirms that the use of old datasets has a strong role in retaining the gained knowledge, which is why joint-training requires both datasets during training. LwF can preserve its performance on old tasks comparably without using old datasets by 11% approximately compared to fine-tuning. Knowledge distillation plays an important role to predict the outputs of old tasks similar to the old network without the presence of old datasets.
Best training strategy for long-term performance. To train a network for long-term performance, we suggest combining the training strategies: training with people addition at the beginning to give initial knowledge then followed by cameras addition strategy to refine the model.
Training the network with large number of people at beginning plays important role because it can give enough features to the network to learn as initial knowledge. In addition, although our results show that cameras addition strategy gives significant initial performance instead of people addition strategy, we argue that it is due to large number of training images used in Stage 1. We found that Stage 1 has more samples than other stages, which makes the model learns the feature enough at the beginning. When the model has learnt the features enough from new people, the performance can be improved by providing more discriminative features from others cameras when new cameras introduced. We believe that this strategy can make the model more robust to any variations in long term as new cameras may bring more discriminative features representing new variations among multi cameras.
Our result demonstrates that continuous learning can improve overall performance over time. The state-of-theart results on the same datasets have been shown up higher by 0.19 and 0.28 on Market1501 and DukeMTMCReID respectively, but their methods are focusing on training-atonce approach which requires the data available at the same time and cost more storage and processing time. Continuous learning can support incremental learning as we keep on adding more data in future, supporting incremental improvement and scalability.
More discriminative samples is more important than more samples in dataset: Market1501 gives much better overall performance by 14% in approximation compared to DukeMTMCReID in any training approaches. Arguably, Market1501 offers more various visual appearance features between each identity, which can help the network to learn discriminative features better. Although, DukeMTMCReID offers more number of samples for each identity but it cannot beat the performance on Market1501 as more discriminative samples plays more important role towards performance.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper extends the benefit of LwF to perform person re-identification task in continuous learning. Comprehensive experiments on different datasets with various approaches are presented to evaluate how effective LwF can maintain performance on both tasks over time compared to existing methods. The findings confirm that LwF provides a viable solution for continuous learning in person re-identification by outperforming both fine-tuning for better knowledge preservation by 11% and jointtraining for faster training time.
